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Is there anything prettier than these two photos?  One of Buttercup in a perfect sky and 
one of excellent craftsmanship by Gary Knapp.
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WARNING:  I am not 
an aeronautical en-
gineer, a machinist, 
a certified welder 
or a draftsman. In 
these areas I am 
just a hobbyist.  
My statements and 
recommendations 
reflect what works 
for me at the pres-
ent time, but cer-
tainly are not the 
final word. There 
is always more to 
know and better 
ways of doing things 
.....Jerry Hey

from the cockpit...
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We all know the Tailwind is a super performer, the most 
bang for the buck, and I think the most beautiful airplane 
in its class. However,  the Tailwind cannot be enjoyed by 

a “large” portion of the aviation community because, well, they are 
large.  A scaled up version of the Tailwind can be made. It has been 
done successfully more than once. Of course, as the dimensions 
increase, the performance drops off.  Never-the-less, if the W-10 
is just too small, then a bigger version is still a lot better than any  
alternative. 

What got me interested in this topic is my own poorly designed  
body. While I am only 5’9” tall, my shoulders are very broad.  In the 
W-8 cabin, I take up more than my half of the space, a lot more.    
Anyone who wants to ride with me will have to be of narrow design. 
The Clement style W-10 with the kicked out doors is a lot roomier.  
I have occupied the right seat with a number of full sized pilots. It 
was tight, but we were having fun.  

Thinking back over the wonderful times I have had when flying 
family and friends, just sharing with them the joy of flight, does 
not take much time. These moments have been nearly nonexistent.  
The fact is my wife gets air sick and would rather ride a horse.  Most 
of my friends have planes of their own, so when we flew together, it 
was usually one man to a plane.  Of the 350 hours in my log book 
only 16 were with a passenger.  Hmmm?  

What if I just put one seat in there, and had all that space for 
myself? 

I was joking when I broached this to my wife.  Her enthusiastic 
endorsement was hard to take as a compliment. But she loves me 
and wants me to have whatever I want, so I propped a couple of 
planks on either side of the flap handle and crawled in the fuselage 
to see what sitting in the center would be like. A half hour later, I 
was still setting there. The dreaming had become planning. 

The next day,  I cut out the old seat supports and set up a seat 
in the center; cut the pilot’s extension off the stick; moved the flap 
handle to the right side; cut out the pilot’s right and passenger’s left 
rudder pedals. I was going to build a new set of rudder pedals, but 
sitting in the centered seat with my feet on the two outside pedals, I 
came to the conclusion the position was ideal. Using the two outside 
pedals leaves 
room to fully 
stretch the legs 
out straight in 
between them. 
I welded the left 
rudder pedal 
to the axle 
and installed 
the master 
cylinder.  All 
this did not 
take very long.  
I crawled back 
in and it was 
PERFECT. 

This issue might be called the 
Buttercup Issue or the Earl Luce 
issue as he contributed so much 

of the content. Thanks Earl, for the great 
articles!  Thanks, too, to Aaron King Jr. for 
continuing his fascinating series of the life 
and accomplishments of Steve Wittman.  
Dave Conrad wrote about glassing the 
wing a subject never before covered in 
the TT.  When I published my first issue 
of the Tailwind Times, I worried about 
having enough subjects to write about. 
This issue, number 16, is overflowing with 
new information and the list of subjects we 
want to cover just keeps getting longer.  A 
real treat is the gallery of photos of Gary 
Knapp’s W-10. I find his workmanship  
inspiring.  I am sure you will agree.   

I was going to write about building a 
scaled up Tailwind with a roomier cabin, 
but some of the data I wanted to use did 
not come in time.  That article is now slated 
for the next  issue. Dave Conrad will be 
back next issue to write about finishing 
the wing to a high standard.   We also have 
in hand several very fine articles that were 
intended for this issue but we just ran out 
of space.  These include  articles  covering 
construction of the horizontal stab, and  a 
good description of Jim Clement’s method 
of firewall construction. After reading 
it, I am thinking of building yet another 

firewall, sigh, for 
my project.

I hope you en-
joy this issue.    

Strictly Personal                       by Jerry Hey
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Here’s Looking At You, Steve                            by Aaron King, Jr.

Steve Wittman

Issue #16                    April 2004

Earl Luce’s magnificent “Buttercup” replica 
brings back many stories and thoughts of 
this amazing little airplane. As mentioned 
in a previous issue of Tailwind Times, Steve 
built Buttercup in 1937 because he felt the 
production aircraft of that era didn’t have 
the performance they should have. He, of 
course, was right and built a plane that out 
performed all the current production mod-
els in that weight and horsepower class.  
Something many aviation historians don’t 
know is that Wittman’s Buttercup came 
very close to being a commercially pro-
duced airplane. Steve and some business 
associates in Oshkosh discussed a commercial venture 
building Buttercup.  He flew the airplane to Washing-
ton, D.C. to visit with the C.A.A. and get information 
needed for commercial aircraft production.  On the way 
back to Oshkosh, the mountains west of Washington 
were “clobbered in” as Witt would say, and the closest 
airport to land was Hagerstown, Maryland, the home of 
Fairchild Aircraft.

As usual when he landed, Buttercup drew a crowd 
of spectators including many Fairchild people.  Some 
were engineers and the chief test pilot, and they all 
wanted to know how fast it was.  Witt  looked around 
and saw Fairchild 24’s with 175 horsepower Ranger 
engines and 145 horsepower Warners and a new ex-
perimental plan called the PT-19 (low wing trainer). He 
said, “well, faster than anything you got here.”  

These were fighting words, and they said, “prove 
it.” Steve said, “get the fastest thing you got, and lets go 
out.” He quickly proved his point causing the the test 
pilot and engineers to go get Fairchild’s president to 
see Buttercup. Witt stayed at Hagerstown several days 
while they thoroughly went over the plane and left with 
a financial deposit from Fairchild to explore the possi-

bility of manufacturing the plane. Fairchild 
thought the landing gear (steel slab) looked 
too weak (to the public), and wanted the 3/8 
inch slab changed to 1/2 inch. They had 
Witt, back at Oshkosh, make up two gears; 
one to install on Buttercup and the other for 
drop tests. The also wanted to change the 
original 50 horsepower Lycoming engine to 
a 65 horsepower Continental engine. 

After several visits to Fairchild, they got 
very interested in building Buttercup. The 
landing gear, with the C.A.A. inspectors 
there, successfully passed the 18 inch drop 
tests.  Fairchild then said lets put a 75 horse-

power Continental in it and make it a three place. Steve 
and a Fairchild wood expert built a mockup of a three 
place cabin, and they all set to go into production.  This 
was 1939, however, and suddenly the military came 
in and said we need Fairchild to build trainers for the 
Army Air Corps.  At the same time Steve got very busy 
in Oshkosh at his flying service training pre-military 
pilots in the CPT program. The combination of these 
two factors ended the possibility of making Buttercup 
a popular commercially built private plane.  Mr. Gal-
lagher, Fairchilds’ president at the time of the project, 
died during World War II, and after the war Steve had 
no further contacts with Fairchild. He  tried selling he 
landing gear to other manufacturers but got nowhere.  
As Steve said,”it didn’t come from their engineering de-
partment, so it was no good.”  Later, of course, he did 
sell it to Cessna, and it became the most popular land-
ing gear in aviation history.  That, however,  is another 
story.

So Buttercup remained one of  a kind until Earl Luce 
built his beautiful copy and made plans available.  The 
original Wittman Buttercup is on exhibit in the Wittman 
Hangar at Pioneer Airport at EAA- Oshkosh. 

West Coast Tailwind Fly In  
Date and Location not yet available.  
Contact Dave McGaw: 916-806-6360 

dmagaw@att.net 
or

 Fred Weaver: mytyweav@flash.net for more info.

SAA Fly In  
June 11-13, 2004  

Urbana, Illinois   
Expect to see many Tallwinds.  

Tailwind Forum 

Baraboo- the week before Oshkosh
July 24-26, 2004 

Nothing but Tailwinds. A very good time.
 

Oshkosh EAA Fly In
July 27 to Aug 2, 2004 

Calendar
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My experience with epoxy 
glass lay-ups started 
several years ago build-

ing canoes. I used West System 
and, as I recall, 6 oz deck cloth 
and a layer of “S” glass.  I en-
joyed working with these prod-
ucts and turned out two really 
nice canoes. I have to admit I 
don’t consider myself an expert 
by any means, but experienced 
and interested enough to look 
forward to the next epoxy glass 
project.

I met The Tailwind gang at 
Oshkosh several years ago and 
after talking with Jim C. he told 
me of his technique laying up 
1.4 oz. glass cloth with West 
System epoxy. I have to say one 
of the things I looked forward to 
on this project was wing con-
struction using this process. 

Before applying the cloth I 
squeegeed a very thin coat of 
West into the wing skins to act as a sanding sealer. I 
then sanded with 240 to take off the wood stubble.

Let’s get started!  
I covered the top panels first bringing the 1.4 oz. 

cloth around the leading edge but not quite to the 
bottom sheeting. My thought was covering the seam 
would be easier on a curved surface and by covering 
the top first, the bottom cloth would wrap around to 
the top and be out of eyesight. 

I called a friend (fellow boat builder) Todd Uecker 
to help me out. We measured and cut the fabric and 
glued it all down in just over an hour. The rest of the 
panels I felt confident enough to do by myself and had 
no problems.

I have the West pumps set for measuring out the 
epoxy and would highly recommend purchasing them 
rather than weighing or using some other system of 
measure.

Start by rolling out the cloth and cutting about 4” 
extra on each end of the wing. Line up as straight as 
possible with the leading edge and leave enough there 
to make the wrap around to the sheeting on the other 
side (Figure A). Leave the trailing edge alone for now.

With clean hands smooth the fabric. The nice 
non-fray factory edge of the cloth is on the leading 
edge and the cut edge will be hidden by the aileron 
and flap. I mixed a “six squirt mix” of epoxy into a 
cup.  According to information given to me by Todd 
the boat friend, 90 seconds is optimum mixing time 
for small batches.  That was learned at a West System 

seminar.  
Pour some of the glue on the center of the wing 

panel and let it set a few seconds, you’ll see it soak 
into the cloth (Figure B). Using a squeegee, care-
fully spread the epoxy without moving the cloth. 
When you have the first 3 ot 4 sq. ft. of cloth soaked 
up it will stay in place by itself. Work the mixture 

Glassing the Wings                                                                                 by Dave Conrad

A

B
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out very thin. The last thing you want to hap-
pen is have the cloth “float” in the resin. The 
six squirt mix covered half of the panel. 

Take a clean cup and mix another six 
squirt batch and keep going, always working 
from the center to the root and tip. Now that 
the flat surfaces are all squeegeed out we can 
do the trailing edge (Figure C). 

Cut the cloth off even with the sheeting on 
the other side. Take a brush and epoxy coat 
the aileron spar and sheeting overhang. You 
can dab the cloth into the epoxy as you go. To 
insure a tight bond to the sheeting overhang 
area I covered some triangle stock with plas-
tic packaging tape and carefully tacked them 
in place to keep everything tight. 

Now work the wing tip and 
wing root with the brush and 
trim as needed. Inspect your 
work and come back in 8 to 10 
hours to re coat.

West System will chemically 
bond coats if you don’t let it sit 
too long. If you let it sit a day or 
two between coats you’ll have 
a mechanical bond. I prefer 
the chemical bond. I applied 
a total of 3 coats of West over 
the cloth. 

After drying for a week I wet 
sanded with 220 paper and 
now consider the wings ready 
for primer and paint. 

C
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4. Take 1 fitting and drill an 1/8” pilot hole 5/8” up from the raw end and 5/8” in from the side (the hole is 
in the center of this face). 

5. Stand the pieces up and place them back to back 

2. Measure up 5/8”. 
Step 1

6

This is the procedure that I use for making the wing/fuselage attach fittings for the Tailwind (and the 
Buttercup): 

1. Start with 1 1/4” wide strips cut from .063, 4130 
flat stock.  From the strip, cut two 2” pieces (a little 
long for the bending). 

Wing/Fuselage Attach Fittings                     by Earl Luce

3. At the 5/8” mark, put in a vise and bend over using a hammer.

Step 2

Step 3 a
Step 3 b

Step 4

Step 5
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6. Hold them together with the vise grips.  Drill 
through the 2nd part of the fi tting with 1/8” pilot 
hole 

7. While still in the vise grips, drill the fi nished 
bolt hole - usually 3/8” for the front attach fi tting 
and 5/16” for the aft attach fi tting.

8. Cut a spacer from 1/2” x .049 tubing - a 1/4” 
shorter than desired (for the front fi tting 1 1/4”) 
outside dimensions - the extra 1/4” will be made 
up from using the 4 pieces of .063) 

Step 6

Step 7

outside dimensions - the extra 1/4” will be made 

Step 8

9. Cut the excess piece of the fi tting (the pieces have been cut a little long for the bending, above) so when 
the 2 halves come together it will be a close fi t. Install the bushing and the bolt and weld the back side. 

Step 9 a
Step 9 b

10. Now tack weld the bushing in - full welding will cause distortion and 
blistering at his point. 

11. Remove bolt 

Step 10

Step 11
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12. Cut 2 pieces 2 1/4” long for the outside of the fitting.

Step 13

13. Prepare the 2 pieces as below. Cut the corners off the back side 
and drill holes to match bracket. 

14. Bolt the 2 halves together as shown - one on each side of the 
bracket and secure with the bolt - now it is ready for welding.

15. Weld both sides and both fronts - not the corners, for you want the 
wing to be able to rotate up and down around the bolt/tube without 
binding. 

16. Cut the corners on a 45 degree angle and then round them and 
weld complete.

Step 12

Step 14

17. Here is the completed wing/fuselage fitting. 

Now that this fitting is built and attached to the 
fuselage, you can make the wing attach fittings from 
these, as patterns,  for a perfect fit, by reversing the 
process used to make this part. 

The only thing I do is to put a thin piece of shim 
stock between the 2 fittings to take the place of the 
paint used on the air frame.

Step15

Step 16

Completed fitting
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Gary Knapp's 
W-10 Project

Look at this beautiful workman-
ship.  Two things stand out:  
First, while being faithful to 

the W-10 design, Gary has found his 
own solutions in many details. A close 
study of the photographs will yield 
some nice surprises.  Second, look 
at the outstanding TIG welding.  You 
know  immediately this work was done 
by a master.  However,  the truth is, 
Gary never TIG welded before tackling 
this project.  He bought a machine 
and practiced. By trial and 
error he came up with a sys-
tem that he felt confi dence in. 
Every person contemplating 
building a Tailwind and wor-
ring about the welding can 
follow his example.  Someone 
else might do it a bit differently 
but the consistent high quality 
welds are proof that what Gary 
does works very well.  Here is 
his set up: 

Machine: Lincoln Square 
Wave 175.

Torch: Flex torch  w/Gas 
Lens (125 amp fl ex head 
with 25 ft superfl ex cable 
www.tigdepot.com)

Tugsten: 1/16 2% Thoriated

Argon: 10 CFM

Rod: ER70S2  x .045 dia.
Fish mouths with bench 
grinder.

Preheat every weld with pro-
pane torch
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PROPS
Hard maple wood propellers custom designed for your 

engine/airframe combination
Fred L.Felix                        (608) 427-6544
Felix Propellers                                   1-800-776-7357
W 10508 Bell Rd.                                  propelr@mwt.net
Camp Douglas, WI 54618

GEAR LEG FAIRINGS
FLAP TRIM ADJUSTER

TAILWIND REPAIR AND RESTORATION
Whether it’s upgrading the flap/airlerons to aluminum, installing 
new gear leg fairtngs, or  complete restoration, Bill  Konicek is 
available to work on your Tailwind or Tailwind project.
Bill Konicek           (319) 479-2418

LANDING GEAR
Harmon Lange                                           Tel: (503) 397-1478
Langair Machining Inc.                                  Fax: (503) 397-1498
33094 Church Rd.                                              www.langair.com    
Warren, OR 9705

JIM CLEMENT’S PHOTOS AND DRAWINGS
Two packets available:  

Packet #1:   General Tailwind construction. 60 photos and several  
drawings....$55.00 

Packet #2:    Tri-gear  modification.  24 photos and several   
drawings....$55.00

If you are building the tri-gear you will need both sets.  
S3298 Fox Hill Rd.                                                (608) 356-3590  
Baraboo, WI. 53913                     Please call after 7:00 pm.

WHEEL PANTS
Tailwind wheel pants....$175

Sam & Patty James          (863) 675-4493
Fiberglass Aircraft Parts      
12185 Schooner Ln, SW  
Moore Haven, FL 33471

EXHAUST SYSTEMS
Larry Vetterman                                     (303) 932-0561
7216 S. Pierce Ct.
Littleton, CO 80123

WING PLANS
Plans for aluminum Tailwind-type wings $75.

Wing has been thoroughly tested on my ship and has been stress 
analysed.  It has the capability for easily putting fuel in the wing.
Callbie Wood              Days  (252) 237-0208
10717 Old Bailey Hwy.              Eves (252) 243-6708
Wilson NC 27896

TAILWIND COWLS
Dan Madden                        (608) 356-7127

MAIN RIB SETS
Consists of 24 Spruce Main Ribs, 4 of which are fully sheeted, 
plus the 2 root ribs.  T-88 staples, birch ply const.   $600.00
Steve Eldredge          (801) 374-9165
2810 E. Canyon Rd.             email: steve@byu.edu
Spanish Fork, UT 84660
GEAR LEG STIFFENERS  •   W-10 WELDED FUSELAGE SIDES

BUTTERCUP PLANS & WELDING VIDEO
Luce Air                       (585) 637-5768
35 Beverly Dr.
Brockport, NY 14420

GEAR/ENGINE MOUNTS
Ready  to bolt on to your project.  Includes  Harmon Lange gear 

legs  with matched close tolerance gear receivers.
AILERON/FLAP HINGES-Hidden type
AILERON CONTROL TUBE BUSHINGS

J-Wind Designs                                     (260) 799-4507
3790 S. 600 W.                    j-winddesigns@thegrid.net
Albion, IN 46701

TAILWIND WING KITS
I am offering wing kits for the W10. The wing is all wood. 
It includes the finished spar, rib jigs, cap strip, pre-cut

gussets, fixtures for the flap and aileron, and covering plywood.  
David Stamsta                                                  W (616) 833-8507 
10230 West H. Ave.          H (616) 372-7288 
Kalamazoo, MI. 49009

TAILWIND HATS
Custom embroidered hats with the W10 or W8 image. 
Specify green, blue, or black.  $20 plus $3 shipping.  

Free shipping with two or more.
Steve Eldredge                                                       (801) 374-9165
2810 E. Canyon Rd.                                    email: steve@byu.edu
Spanish Fork, UT 84660

WITTMAN TAILWIND ON THE INTERNET
Building and Flying the Tailwind:

www.j-winddesigns.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Tailwind Forum:
Go here for Tailwind discussion

TailwindForum-subscribe@yahoogroups.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~~

For a List of Tailwind Projects:
R.J. Hardin

146 W. 5th St.                                               
Salida, CO 81201
gatsby@amigo.net

GOODS & SERVICES

Power Sport
www.powersportaviation.com

~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tracy Crook

www.rotaryaviation.com
~~~~~~~~~~~~

Aircraft Rotary Engine Newsletter
home.earthlink.net/~rotaryeng/

~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tailwind/Rotary

www.j-winddesigns.com

ROTARY LINKS

CLASSIFIED ADS DISCONTINUED 

Publishing only four times each year 
makes the classified ads impractical so 
we have decided to discontinue them.  The 
goods and services ads are not affected.

CARBON FIBER COMPOSITES 
Brian Alley’s  All molded construction, light weight and very 
strong.  Instrument panels,wheel pants, aux fuel tanks, spinner
and backplate are available now . Cowling, airbox and main fuel 
tanks will be available soon. 
Brian Alley                          304-872-7938
           n320wt@yahoo.com
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The Buttercup Page ~ News and Building Tips from Earl Luce 

We are pleased the Buttercup Page will be a regular feature in the Tailwind Times.  Here you will find builder’s tips and  
flight reports.  For plans, call Earl at 585-637-5768.

May you always have a Tailwind	

Look at what one of my customers did to put bigger tires on the Buttercup . I think a few TW people 
might want to do this.
















